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Chordate Medical receives first order from 
Switzerland worth approximately KSEK 370

Chordate Medical's regulatory partner and distributor in Switzerland and Liechtenstein, 
Neurolite AG, has made a first order for Ozilia products with an order value of approximately 
KSEK 370. In connection with the order, Neurolite also announced that the registration of 
Neurolite as the regulatory representative for Chordate is now complete.

“The registration means that Neurolite can now freely sell Ozilia Migraine in Switzerland and 
Liechtenstein, and it is of course pleasing that they immediately secured a first order. As I have 
said before, we see interesting potential for Ozilia in Switzerland and this rapid process leading to a 
first order is proof of that”, says Anders Weilandt, CEO of Chordate.

Chordate added Switzerland as a new focus market for the Ozilia treatment, and signed an 
agreement with Neurolite AG as distributor and regulatory representative in Switzerland and 
Liechtenstein earlier in .June

For more information, please contact:
Anders Weilandt, CEO
anders.weilandt@chordate.com
Cell: +46 733-874277

About Chordate
Chordate Medical Holding AB (publ) is a medical technology company that has developed, 
patented and CE-marked Ozilia® Migraine (formerly K.O.S), a neuromodulation and drug-free 
treatment technology for chronic migraine and chronic rhinitis. The treatment has clinically proven 
efficacy according to a recent study, and is marketed in selected markets in the EU and the Middle 
East. Chordate Medical is listed on Nasdaq First North Growth Market Stockholm (ticker: CMH). 
Read more at www.chordate.com

The company's Certified Adviser on Nasdaq First North Growth Market Stockholm is Vator 
Securities AB.

N.B. The English text is an in-house translation of the original Swedish text. Should there be any 
disparities between the Swedish and the English text, the Swedish text shall prevail.
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